Weather-induced conflicts in developing countries spill over to developed countries through asylum applications. One approach to estimating the future impacts of climate change is to look at the effects of weather fluctuations. These transient shocks can be interpreted analytically as randomly distributed treatments applied to countries around the world. Missirian and Schlenker analyzed the relation between these localized shocks to agriculture and applications by that country's migrants for asylum in the European Union.
When temperatures in the source country deviated from a moderate optimum around 20°C that is best for agriculture, asylum applications increased. Thus, the net forecast is for asylum applications to increase as global temperatures rise. -GJC Science, this issue p. 1610
PLANT SCIENCE

Timing a switch in tissue integrity
In plants, sperm cells travel through the pollen tube as it grows toward the ovule. Successful fertilization depends on the pollen tube rupturing to release the sperm cells (see the 
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Choosing to amplify C rickets are well known for the calls that the males make to attract females. Just listening to a cricket chorus, however, emphasizes the challenge that these little insects have to be heard above the din. Tree crickets (Oecanthus henryi) have evolved the ability to use leaves as a baffle to amplify their calls, but not all males use these baffles, and in some years, only a rare few do so. Mhatre et al. found that when males chose to amplify, they selected the best-sized leaf available and optimized it to create a nearly perfect baffle. The fact that they only rarely chose to do so suggests that there may be a cost to such baffle creation. Further, although the authors did not determine whether baffling allows high-quality males to better advertise or lower-quality males to fib, they argue that opting to baffle (or not) involves an inherited, yet behaviorally intensive, set of choices. 
